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soundPRODUCTS
CELESTION IR SPEAKER TONES

Celestion has added Neo Creamback guitar
speaker tones to its expanding line of Impulse
Responses (IRs). Celestion Impulse Responses are “the definitive digital representations of
the company’s renowned classic guitar speaker tones,” according to the company.
Celestion IR digital downloads are
available in uncompressed, industry standard .WAV format at 44.1 kHz, 48
kHz, 88.2 kHz and 96 kHz sample rates at 24 bit depth, in lengths of 200 and
500 milliseconds. Once the files are downloaded and unzipped, users load the
IRs into a convolution plug-in in their DAWs or into other processing hardware.
Guitar processor manufacturers supported include Atomic Amps, Fractal
Audio Systems, Kemper, Line 6, Logidy, Positive Grid, Two Notes, Headrush
and Yamaha.

SOFTUBE CONSOLE 1 MKII UAD PLUG-INS

Softube’s Console 1 mkII now supports select UAD Powered Plug-ins from Universal
Audio. Paired with its emulation of a Solid
State Logic SL 4000 E console, the Console
1 Mk II work surface now offers 60 plug-ins,
pre-mapped and selectable, thus no MIDI
mapping, reports Softube.
Also in the mk II version of Console 1 are entirely new channel strips—with
EQ, compressor, gate and modeled saturation from the original analog hardware—modeled on Solid State Logic XL 9000 K-Series for Console 1, British
Class A For Console 1 and Summit Audio Grand Channel for Console 1, with
reportedly more to come.

PROSOCOUSTIC WAVEROOM ACOUSTIC
TREATMENT KITS
Distributed worldwide by Full Scale AV, Prosocoustic has introduced its new WaveRoom acoustic
treatment kits, as a DIY installation solution. According to company promotional materials, the
WaveRoom kit is designed for spaces up to 100
square feet and features two 2’ x 4’ x 1” and four 2’
x 2 ‘x1” Wave hybrid panels with all necessary mounting hardware. Additional
Booster Kits with 2’ x 4’ or 2’ x 2’ panels can be added for larger spaces. Corner Bass Trap Kits are intended to help tame lower frequencies.
Prosocoustic’s proprietary Wave series products are designed to absorb and
diffuse sound simultaneously; they feature 1-inch absorptive material on the
front (bottom image) and diffusion on the back (top image). Its acoustically
transparent diamond weave fabric comes in Black or Stone hues.

DPA LIMITED EDITION D:FACTO KITS

In celebration of its 25th anniversary, DPA Microphones is offering the first of three limited edition
microphone kits. The d:facto 4018V Vocal Microphone Kit is packaged an exclusive aluminum
case with the uniquely engraved DPA “25-year”
logo and is limited to only 50 available units. An
additional 200 kits will be available in a traditional
black zip pouch.
The kit includes a nickel-finished d:facto 4018V featuring a DPA “25-year”
logo along with an SL1 adapter for Sony, Lectrosonics, Line 6 and Shure wireless system compatibility. Also available is the traditional black d:facto 4018V
with free SL1 adapter included.

ISOACOUSTICS ISO-PUCK

IsoAcoustics is now shipping its ISO-PUCK,
a multi-purpose round acoustic isolator. Designed for wide-ranging audio production as
well as live sound applications—placement under monitors or speakers/wedges and subwoofers, musical instrument amplifiers, DJ mixers and turntables, mic stands and
more for decoupling purposes—ISO-PUCK is presented as a notably discreet
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CLOUD CL-ZI DI

Cloud Microphones is now shipping its new
Cloudlifter Zi Vari-Z Instrument DI and Mic
Activator. The CL-Zi’s variable impedance
“Z” knob and high-pass filter allow tone
shaping through the manipulation of
impedance loading.
CL-Zi features include a three-position
gain switch allowing for minimum gain, more gain, or the maximum gain available (up to approximately +25 dB for microphones or 12 dB for instruments). According to Cloud, this allows players to access clean gain and a lower noise
floor for various studio or stage applications—e.g., an electric guitar via amp modeling
or an acoustic guitar, bass, or keyboard direct.
isolation solution; each ISO-PUCK measures 1.18” high and 2.4” in diameter.
ISO-PUCKs are designed to be used in multiples to match the weight of
each speaker, with a weight-bearing capability of 20 lbs. per puck. They ship in
packs of 2 for $59 street.

WAVES F6 FLOATING-BAND EQ PLUG-IN

Waves Audio is now shipping the Waves F6 FloatingBand Dynamic EQ Plug-in, a surgical dynamic equalizer with six floating, fully-adjustable parametric filter
bands, EQ and compression/expansion controls per
band and mid-side processing options, among other
features. It is F6 is designed for use in wide-ranging
equalization, compression, expansion and de-essing
processes, whether mixing or mastering, or for studio or live work.
Specifics of key features include a precision EQ triggered by a built-in dynamic processor; six floating bands, to be placed anywhere in the spectrum;
sidechaining, parallel compression and mid-side processing; high and low pass
filters; bell and notch EQ shapes; solo/sidechain monitor per band; touchcompatibility; zero latency operation with low CPU consumption; and more.

TC ELECTRONIC REVERB TWENTYFOUR

TC Electronic has unveiled its Reverb TwentyFour, characterized
as a high-density 3D reverb in a
19-inch rack format that can reportedly tackle up to 24 channels simultaneously.
All two-dozen reverb channels are independent, allowing users to process
any mono or higher signal source to deliver content with as many output
channels as necessary. Reverb TwentyFour is equipped with MADI connections, and the unit’s audio routing lets users send any 24 of the 64 MADI
channels to and from the reverb engines. The reverb engines are built on TC
Electronic’s System 6000 Technology, and offer hundreds of parameters. Additionally, it can render down from high channel formats to external downmixes
of 22, 11, 7 or 5 channels, stereo or mono.

MAGIX SEQUOIA 14

MAGIX has released Sequoia 14, the latest
edition of its DAW for audio and broadcast
engineers. The new edition focuses primarily on providing new editing features and
expanding the software’s hardware support.
Celemony Melodyne is now directly built
into Sequoia via the ARA, while the plug-in is included in the essential version. Additional professional functions such as tempo automations, audio-toMIDI and XYZ direct are available as well. Sequoia 14 now comes with SpectraLayers Pro 4, setting new standards with its unique layer-based concept for
working with frequencies.
Features intended for mixing and broadcast include integration of Sequoia
and the Pro Tools | S6 Controller. The DAW and the high-end mixer from Avid work together using EUCON protocols, allowing Sequoia to be controlled
using Avid’s iOS app.
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